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The “Infinity Gauntlet” was a comic book crossover series published 
by Marvel Comics between July and December of 1991.  I was seven 
years old.  

I discovered comic books  3 years later. I devoted time to learning 
the connectivity of the plot-lines and the broad histories of each 
hero and villain.  Like many artists, comic books gave me the first 
glimpse into mythology, and an initial understandings of draftsman-
ship, design and color.  

This zine is a meditation. Its contents are a derived from four Xerox 
copies of the first issue of the “Infinity Gauntlet” comic book.  Copies 
were separated by page and collaged only with content from single 
2 page spreads. This format offers a loose continuity that mimics the 
pace of the original publication and integrates the advertisements 
that interrupt the narrative. Each collage was put together with scis-
sors, razor blades and scotch tape.   

Phil Lique is an artist living and working in Miami. His practice is 
centered on blending cathartic narrative with craft-based making. 
Lique’s work draws influence from commercial, art historical, and 
spiritual sources to engage viewers with intersecting dialogs that 
address anger, economy, frustration, guilt, patriotism, and sexuality.       

       Phil Lique
       March 2017

       
  



























































No Pop is a studio concentrating on the value of daily practice. Founded by Phil Lique and 
Laura Marsh, the studio emphasizes a climate for production and collaboration. No Pop 
publishes material  to support its studio practice and off-site projects. Printed matter often 
explores identity, and features our collaborators.
 
No Pop is pro artist, and favors actual dialogue.

www.nopop.gallery / info @nopop.gallery / @nopop : Instagram

we are kings.

mission

No Pop  
www.nopop.gallery

@nopopgallery



 
Curated from an ongoing and self-sustaining 
open call, we assemble each issue from the 
responses of our international and domestic 
collaborators These 6 issues lack advertise-
ments and editorial opinion. We encourage 
readers to explore each page and 
re-engage with the process of observation  

Fuck it. who cares....write us back and com-
plain if you need to. be a dick.  
Fully black and white. Printed on Xerox. Limited to 100 printings. 

Embossed authentication. approx. 60 pg.  8.5 X 11. 

issue I.I (1)
Francis Rexford Cooley. Brendan Toller. Dave Coon,Michael 
Denisiewicz, Monica Bunton, Phil Lique, Valentina Sarfeh  
Zach Nailor
issue I.II (2)
Amna Asghar. Amor Herrera. Carissa Duhamel. Eleni Onasoglou. 
Laura Kiselevach. Meghan Shah. Rebecca Wasilewski. Ryan Cyr.
issue I.III (3)
Alex Puz. Amanda Bloom. Anthony Giannini. Aude Jomini. 
Cayla Lockwood. Anonymous Contributor. David Borawski.
Lina Kroehling.
issue I.IV (4)    Eben Kling. Karneeleus. John Odonnel. Samantha 
Robinson. Schuyler Hazard. Stephen Kobasa. Tori Rysz. 
Gordon Romstar.
issue I.V (5)
Erin Smego. Jeff Ostergren. Kathy Rudin. Kenny Cole. Lys 
Guillorn. Match Zimmerman. Ming Bai. Perry Obee.
issue I.VI (6)
Chen  Reichert. Laura Marsh. Matej Tomažin. Mikio Saito.Nick 
Pfaff. Sarah Mikolowsky. Tobias Spellman. Zeren Badar.  

                       

shopall this and more: www.nopop.gallery

PANTSDESTROYER

A Super aturated collaboration between art-
ists Laura Marsh and Aude Jomini.  This 
digital image essay developed from sever-
al photo shoots in the No Pop Studio Space 
at Daggett Street in New Haven. Body Duel 
re-evaluates works in progress by the artists, 
and reconfigures patterns and textures from 
the studio into an impossible arena for female 
egos to confront each other and themselves...
Total femmmmmme appeal .
Full Color. Embossed authentication. Approx. 15 pg.  

 ( large : 11 X 17 )

 ( small : 6 x 8 ).

      

Body Duel

Ikea artists event catalog 2016” 
The Critical Analysis series critiques the practices 
of art markets. The IKEA Art Event Catalog 2016” 
is augmented by the handwritten liner notes 
of Phil Lique, Co-Founder of No Pop. Read his  
complaints. 
Fully black and white. Printed on Xerox. Limited to 100 printings. 

Embossed authentication. approx. 40 pg.  8.5 X 11.

 

This printout of a Graphics interchange for-
mat file (.gif) featuring a rotating Nike sneak-
er designed by Phil Lique. Works as a flip 
book. Giant - waste - of - time. 
Printed on Xerox copiers. Limited to 100 printings. Numbered.

Embossed authentication. Staple bound.  Approx. 30 pg.  8.5 X 11

Complaint Department #1

A Printed Translation of a 
rotating sneaker .gif

No Pop  
www.nopop.gallery

@nopopgallery

“Read” these Xerox explorations of celebrity and 
obscurity.  Transitioning from white to black, these 
referential portrait books explore the darker as-
pects of personality.Buzz Osborne. Anton Lavay. 
Angelica Huston. Anna Karina. Jim Jones. 
Vincent Gallo. and Buzz Osborne
Printed on Xerox copiers. Limited to 100 printings. Numbered.

Embossed authentication. Staple bound.  Approx. 30 pg.  8.5 X 11.

30 copies of copies of a picture of :

No Pop  
www.nopop.gallery

@nopopgallery

. 

No Pop founders Laura Marsh and Phil 
Lique play both roles of 2 opposing dog-
mas, attempting to assert dominance over 
each other. This book precedes the release 
of a video piece. Each book is cursed.
Fully black and white. Printed on Xerox. Limited to 100 printings. 

Embossed authentication. approx. 40 pg.  8.5 X 5.5

 NUNS VERSUS WITCHES.

No Pop founders Phil Lique and Laura 
Marsh offer a collection notes, notations 
and collected ephemera from the Art Ba-
sel Miami Beach 2016. Features site maps, 
VIP passes, brochures and printed materi-
al only found behind the scenes of the fair. 
This publication features amended mate-
rial from Basel, as well as other Fairs such 
as SCOPE, UNTITLED, and CONTEXT.

GET THEM....SOON TO BE OUT OF PRINT
 

A showcase of small sculptures ready to be real-
ized as an edition cast in rubber. Each zine sold 
brings the project closer to fruition. Be the first  
patron to order a full set of these funky shapes. 

ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH 2016
 AMENDED TEXTS

a black and white zine published to attract 
the attention of galleries and collectors.






